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Identify new strategies to understand 
customers’ needs and expectations 

Target 



In cooperation with Legambiente, the other Italian eBRIDGE partner: 

1)  Define the customer experience 

2)  Identify the key and critical aspects 

3) Weigh their importance as perceived by 

the customer… using the right tools! 
4)  Estimate the costs of the actions needed 

to improve by comparison with the 
added values   

The methodology   



The customer experience – the story board 



50 corporate customers, B2B eTester: 

-  uncomplicated charging is a key factor 

-  full battery at the start increased the confidence. 

The first survey GuidaMi 

Digital tools via smartphone and gaming are important. 



The survey in cooperation with IKEA 

-  Questionnaire valid answer: 1162 (mass market data by Ikea) 
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The survey in cooperation with IKEA 

Barriers 
Few station and long time for charging (80%) 

Reasons to use 
Silence and easy to use (60%) 

New tools 
A navigator with autonomy to destination (89%) 

The reason to use are stronger than barriers not to use. 
 
33% is interested to test E-Vs car sharing: good result!  



The co-marketing with IKEA 



-  12 employees pilot 2 C-Zero from January to March 2015.  

-  to understand if EV’s could be a real alternative for their needs 

-  General feedback from interviews is positive. 

PilotTest by Comune di Milano 

- 36 survey target to understand the 

general knowledge and feeling 

- 25 EV’s testers that have given 

some feedbacks (circa 10 interviews 

on quality of service) 



Answer before the Pilot: 

- 43% autonomy a strong barrier to the use of EV 

- 33% small number of charging point a strong barrier to the use,  

 
After the Pilot… 

- 71% charging time a light barrier 

- 71% manageability and low noise good reasons to prefer an EV 

- 29% EV’s a way to differentiate themselves from the crowd 

- 17% barrier their low awareness about electric vehicles = share 

awareness at home. 

The survey at the City Administration results 



The social value 



-  Market awareness is fast changing 

-  The demand is setting a high bar in quality 

-  eMobility has to be smart and adapting 

-  (Digital) Technologyand marketing are 

crucial  

Conclusion   



Thank You for your attention. 


